
Karen Kingsbury, #1 New York Times bestselling novelist, is America’s favorite inspirational storyteller, 
with more than twenty-five million copies of her award-winning books in print. Her last dozen titles have 
topped bestseller lists and many of her novels are under development as major motion pictures. Her 
Baxter Family books were developed into a TV series. Karen is also an adjunct professor of writing at 
Liberty University. She and her husband, Donald, live in Tennessee near their children and grandchildren.

Karen Kingsbury

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG
A Novel
From their first meeting, to their stunning engagement and 
lavish wedding, to their happily-ever-after, Noah and Emily 
Carter seemed meant to be. They have a special kind of 
love—and they want the world to know. More than a million 
adoring fans have followed their lives on Instagram since the 
day Noah publicly proposed to Emily. But behind the carefully 
staged photos and encouraging posts, their life is anything 
but a fairytale, and Noah’s obsession with social media has 
ruined everything.

Paperback
9781501170027 • £9.99 • October 2022
Hardcover
9781501170010 • £16.99

TO THE MOON AND BACK
A Novel
Brady Bradshaw was a child when the Oklahoma City bombing 
killed his mother. Every year, Brady visits the memorial site on 
the anniversary to remember her. Eleven years ago on that 
day, he met Jenna Phillips, who was also a child when her 
parents were killed in the attack. Brady and Jenna shared a 
deep heart connection and a single beautiful day together at 
the memorial. But after that, Brady never saw Jenna again. 
Every year when he returns, he leaves a note for her in hopes 
that he might find her again.

Paperback
9781451687668 • £9.99 • October 2022
Hardcover
9781451687651 • £17.00

THE BAXTERS
A Prequel
A terrible storm builds in the early morning sky over 
Bloomington, Indiana, as Elizabeth Baxter prepares to 
celebrate her daughter Kari’s wedding to Tim Jacobs. It’s 
supposed to be the happiest of days, but Elizabeth can’t 
shake a growing sense of dread. Is the storm a sign? 
Something bad is about to happen. Elizabeth knows it. When 
the storm reaches a terrifying crescendo, a shocking moment 
of danger brings important truths to light. At the end of the 
long day, can the Baxters remain a family, tested but stronger?

Paperback
9781982104269 • £9.99 • October 2022
Hardcover
9781982104252 • £20.00

TRULY, MADLY, DEEPLY
A Novel
When eighteen-year-old Tommy Baxter declares to his family 
that he wants to be a police officer after graduation, his 
mother won’t hear of it—she’s still mourning the death of her 
own father on 9/11 and is determined to keep her son safe. 
Meanwhile, Tommy is in love for the first time with Annalee 
Miller but she hasn’t been feeling well. Tests reveal the 
unthinkable. While his girlfriend begins the fight of her life, 
Tommy is driven to learn more about the circumstances 
surrounding his birth and the grandfather he never knew.

Paperback
9781982104399 • £9.99
Hardcover
9781982104382 • £20.00

FORGIVING PARIS
A Novel
In Indiana, Ashley Baxter Blake and her husband are about to 
take an anniversary trip to Paris, but she is hesitant. More than 
two decades ago, she made her most grievous mistake in that 
same city. She has never forgiven herself for what happened 
there, and she still harbors secrets that she’s afraid will come 
to light. Just before the trip, Ashley gets a call from her niece. 
Jessie explains that her French boyfriend’s mother remembers 
working at a bakery with an American named Ashley. “Could 
that be you?” 

Paperback
9781982104429 • £11.99
Hardcover
9781982104412 • £20.00

SOMEONE LIKE YOU
A Novel
Maddie Baxter West is shaken to the core when she finds out 
everything she believed about her life was a lie. Her parents 
had always planned to tell her the truth about her past: that 
she was adopted as an embryo. But somehow the right 
moment never happened. Then a total stranger confronts 
Maddie with the truth and tells her something else that rocks 
her world—Maddie had a sister she never knew about. 
Betrayed, angry, and confused, Maddie moves to Portland to 
find out who she really is.

Paperback
9781982104320 • £9.99
Hardcover
9781982104313 • £18.99

A BAXTER FAMILY CHRISTMAS
A Novel
Two years have passed since the terrible car accident that took 
the life of John Baxter’s daughter, Erin, along with her husband 
and three of their four daughters. Prompted by grief, and 
missing his daughter, John has invited a stranger for Christmas 
Eve dinner—Kendra Bryant, the transplant recipient who now 
has Erin’s heart.

Paperback
9781451687576 • £15.99
Hardcover
9781451687569 • £19.99

A DISTANT SHORE
A Novel
She was a child caught in a riptide in the Caribbean Sea. He 
was a teenager on vacation with his family. He dove in to save 
her, and that single terrifying moment changed both their lives 
forever. Ten years later Jack Ryder is a secret agent with the 
FBI and Eliza Lawrence still lives on that pristine island. She’s 
on the brink of a forced marriage with a dangerous drug lord. 
This time when Jack and Eliza meet, there’s a connection 
neither of them can explain. Both their lives are on the line, 
and once again, the stakes are deadly high.

Paperback
9781982104368 • £9.99
Hardcover
9781982104351 • £20.00



Karen Kingsbury

TWO WEEKS
A Novel
Cole Blake, son of Landon and Ashley Baxter Blake, is months 
away from going off to college and taking the first steps 
towards his dream—a career in medicine. But as he starts his 
final semester of high school he meets Elise, a mysterious new 
girl who captures his attention—and heart—from day one. But 
not long after the semester starts, Elise discovers she’s 
pregnant. Eighteen and alone, she shares her secret with Cole. 
Undaunted by the news, and in love for the first time in his life, 
Cole is determined to support Elise. Tender and deeply 
moving, Two Weeks is a story about love, faith, and what it 
really means to be a family.

Hardcover
9781476707433 • £26.00

IN THIS MOMENT
A Novel
Hamilton High Principal Wendell Quinn wants to see real 
change in his community, so he starts a voluntary after-school 
Bible Study and prayer program called Raise the Bar. He 
knows he is risking his job by leading the program, but before 
long, Raise the Bar meetings are standing room only. A year 
later, violence and gang activity are sharply down, test scores 
are up, and drug use and teen pregnancy have plummeted. 
The program is clearly working—until one parent files a 
lawsuit.

Paperback
9781451687637 • £15.99

THE BRIDGE

Kelly lives alone in Portland, but her heart is back in Franklin, 
Tennessee, where five years ago she walked away from a man 
she cannot forget. Kade lives in Franklin again after several 
years in Kentucky and a broken engagement. At least there he 
can visit The Bridge - the oldest bookstore in downtown 
Franklin. Now, though, the bookstore is in financial trouble 
and with the bank pulling the lease and about to take the 
owner's house he is forced to consider suicide. But before he 
can decide, a terrible tragedy occurs… Then suddenly, in the 
face of adversity, miracles begin to unfold.

Paperback
9781982104320 • £12.99

ANGELS WALKING
A Novel
When former national baseball star Tyler Ames suffers a 
career-ending injury, all he can think about is putting his life 
back together the way it was before. He has lost everyone he 
loves on his way to the big leagues. Then just when things 
seem to be turning around, Tyler hits rock bottom. Across the 
country, Tyler’s one true love Sami Dawson has moved on. A 
series of small miracles leads Tyler to a maintenance job at a 
retirement home and a friendship with Virginia Hutcheson, an 
old woman with Alzheimer’s who strangely might have the 
answers he so desperately seeks.

Paperback
9781451687484 • £11.99

THE FAMILY OF JESUS

America’s favorite inspirational novelist offers a fictional view 
of six of the family members of Jesus, all anchored by 
Scriptural truth, creating a life-changing and unprecedented 
emotional connection to the Bible.Through The Family of 
Jesus, readers will develop an emotional connection to the 
family members of Jesus, learning about their lives and falling 
in love with Scripture along the way. Bible studies and 
devotionals abound, and in churches everywhere people 
gather to seek a deeper understanding of God’s word and its 
application to their lives. But too often these studies engage 
only the analytic approach to Bible learning.

Paperback
9781501143120 • £15.99

THE FRIENDS OF JESUS

In our everyday lives, friends are the people whom we spend 
the most time with, go through struggles with, and who know 
us best. Each of Jesus’ friends—Peter, John, Matthew, Judas, 
Mary Magdalene, and Lazarus—traveled with Jesus and were 
part of His daily ministry, and each has a compelling story to 
tell. There were some who would question or doubt Him…and 
one would even betray Him. Kingsbury brings these 
fascinating personalities to life in ways that will not only help 
bring you closer to the truths found in Scripture, but also to 
Christ.

Hardcover
9781501143113 • £15.99
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“Queen of Christian Fiction” - Time

“Kingsbury doesn’t stray from her signature style of creating scenes charged with
emotion and characters that sparkle as paragons of virtue.” - Publisher Weekly

“Kingsbury peels back the layers of dimensions to allow readers to believe there are
angels amongst us, and that they guide us, protect us and, most importantly, pray

for us.” - Romantic Times

https://www.kuperard.co.uk/ 

